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There’s prosaic poetry and poetic prose 

And un-prosaic, prosaic poems 

 

Words, words, words 
Is this a poem? 

Or a centipede cryptically crawling across the page 
on its one hundred poet-licensed legs 

ink-dipped, tracing symbols 
which each and each 
begs an interpretation 

and maybe to give a meaning 
that stuns as crashing cymbals 

or one with subtle nuance 
inscrutable as the bee’s dance 

Or might these ragged lines 
with their random rhymes 
as well been scratched 
by those scuttling claws 

stole from their silent sea floors 
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COLD MOON 

 

Moon-bounced light, flint-hard 
meets my eyes 
cold air, sharp as a shard 
of glass 
slices my nose and sears 
my ears 
Yet this is warmth, the arena of life’s race 
the cosmic granule on which we breathing 
creatures cling 
not the absolute, the devastating 
cold deep space 

 

Photo – Robin Brown 

Not a soul was once aboard 
this universe 

No heart soared 
and sang its beauty, marvelled its force 

Mary Celeste sailed time’s ocean 
with no crew to mark her course 

At the still bucking caribou calf I see the grizzly gnaw 
yet of nature’s splendour I cannot lose my awe 
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GONE HOME  

His staff stands still against the tree 
on its bough his hat is hung 
He has gone home at last 
to the place it was begun 

Yes, he is home 
back at the beginning again 
where there's no anguish 
no pain 
where there's no yearning 
no gain 

Though not always right 
- the Duce and the Führer 
and their fascist might 
did he once revere - 
he was the best that he could be 
and he asked no more of me 

Judged none did he 
just asked that we 
judge ourselves 
against ourselves 

In his eyes the weakest 
were stronger than the strongest 
when they did their best 

And his visit’s simple wish? 
A world a little better 
From his mortal effort 

 

 

 

 

Robert Baden Powell’s tomb is marked with a dot in a circle 
 – the tracking symbol meaning “I have gone home”  
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CITY PLANE 

 

Well-washed winter light 
is broken by the plane tree’s un-shrouded branches 

dangling their spiky ball fruits 
Its mottled skin of green-grey hues is overlaid 

with the tracery of its own shadow 

 

It seems to wait in quiet patience till it’s time again 
to seek out the water under the dry pavement 

and grow those big lazy leaves 
to shade the café’s tables 

so espressos can be drunk in summer heat 
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STOCK-MARKET PHONE GIRL 

They don’t know how I spend my days. 
Only night times do they see me, smell me touch me 
measure the curves of my form 
through the static-clinging, syntho-satin of my disco dress. 
They don’t hear me, I say nothing. 
The disco beat wraps around. 
Electric is the only sound. 
Human noise is lost, spurned. 
Human shape, human motion 
human smell is all. 

They don’t know how I spend my nights. 
Only day times do they hear me. 
Do they only hear me? 
Can they see me, smell me, feel me in their minds? 
Do they bother? 
I tell them what they’ve won – 
what they’ve lost. 
I tell how many points up, how many down. 
I raise their hopes, I dash their hopes. 
They put down the phone, I was a voice for data. 
Voice forgotten, data stored. 
They don’t know me. 

 

In the days before the internet there was a phone service providing current stock market prices 
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ANGEL 

When will you come to the point 
And when will you say what you mean 
I’ve waited so long, why 
I can’t even say what you seem 

You’ve talked for hours of life 
of Handel and Haydn and things 
And at last I see you – an angel 
though lacking of course the wings 

She’d asked me to her room 
She was smart and pretty and musical 
I wasn’t really perturbed 
that intercourse stayed intellectual
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THE GLOBE 

 

I stand astride the spinning globe. 
I know more of many things 

than Keats or Coleridge. 
And with my knowledge 

the wherefores of Saturn’s rings 
should I not probe? 

 

 

But the stars, the constellations in all their magnitude 
with all their force 

cannot undo their predestined course. 
How yet crude 

is the grandest plan 
of this tiny creature man? 
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THE VOICE, THE LIGHT 

 

Mostly there’s a glimmer, a whisper 
if you look, if you listen. 
Sometimes the light burns bright, the voice thunders 
and you know. 

But mostly you forget. 
You forget how brightly you’ve seen the light 
how clearly you’ve heard the voice. 
You even forget to remember. 

But something in some quiet time 
makes you look and listen again. 
And you remember. 

If only you simply saw in every picture 
the all suffusing light. 
If only you always heard the voice 
that’s ever urging, consoling, caring. 
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WATCHER 

We’ve come from far, far away 
from long, long ago 
a wondrous voyage. 
 

We’ve grown 
from unimaginable simplicity 
to stupendous complexity 
that can know the cosmos 
and challenge its mystery. 
 

And surely all the while 
a watcher has watched 
Watched in joy, maybe to smile 
at every step, big and small 
and in deep anguish 
at every stumble, every fall 
wishing to help, but knowing this 
creation must be left at risk 

The joy’s to share 
But in quiet moments 
think on the anguish 
and return the care 

 

 

 

 

 

Inspired by words of Nikos Kazantzakis: 

“Man have mercy on God” 
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MEETING MINDS 

 

There’s a world inside my head. 
It doesn’t matter where I am 
I can live inside my head. 
I’ve a million stories in my head and a million pictures too 
but 
to get them out and show them round 
would be like silk unwound. 

And when I do 
show them to you 
I’ll really have to battle 
to find a place 
inside the space 
that lies behind your face. 

Because you too 
must have a few 
things upon your mind. 
And I think 
that they would seek 
to be the first in line. 

I really would be happy 
if we could find a way 
to swap the words our minds have found 
the best cementing mortar 
for building the towers of masonry 
in which we keep our treasury 
of each and every memory. 

The only way that I can see 
we’ll ever really meet 
so our minds can coalesce 
is through a way or process 
of make believe 
and opening up the sun 
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MT STROMLO 

 

Rising above the needled, reaching branches of those pines from Monterey- 
white and silver domed temples 

They’re dropping now from sight as I struggle up the lower slopes 

Still, cool April air 
the distant hills are a softer blue than in summer 

bright, bright, yellow poplars against dark, dark green pines 
here and there the sage foliage of wattles and eucalypts 

allowed to steal a little of the hillside’s nourishment 

The piano, between my ears, demands a faster pace 
I push and pull the pedals 

and with the effort, I think of Beethoven, who never gave in 
And his giant creation, bursting from the tiny machine on my back 

carries me up and up 
over the final rise, around the final bend 

the big, dumb dome fills the space between the trees. 

 

Then one day the fire came 
The slumbering Stromlo was in its path 

The flames took its thick pelt of pines 
and no more does a big dumb dome 

fill a space between trees 
And no more is the light of stars 
captured by lenses it concealed 

But I ride the road again 
winding up the slopes 

freshly cloaked by small saplings 
And I pass the bricks 

on which that dome did stand 
And I look down across the land 

and houses built anew 
where so many homes 

in moments few 
became just smoke and char 

 

Written in two parts - years apart 
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POETIC LICENSE FOR A POLITICALLY INCORRECT AUTUMNFEST 

 

Born in this land 
rooted in its soil 
but not of it 
the oaks, the poplars, the sycamores 
make ready for winter in these highlands 
of our adopted continent. 
Are they any more settled than I? 
What is this unease, this longing vague? 
Can I have some kin-shared memory 
of a long gone homeland far away? 

 

This land, its people have suffered in our coming – 
suffer still our presence. 
The mountain sally, the forest spotted, 
the yellow box and the magpie piping from its bough, 
I love them all and they must prevail. 
But something in me stirs 
as Autumn leaves float down 
and the blackbird’s mellifluous music 
sings the morning sun. 

 

 

 

 

One year in the 90s Canberra had an “Autumnfest”.  It was not repeated after protest that it was not 
fitting to celebrate the Autumn colours of northern hemisphere trees in Terra Australis  
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TRIXIE 

Many hundred 
moons have shone 

Shed their light  
your life upon 

 

Shown your way so 
pure and true 

And by their moonbeams 
you’re so fair 

Now your beauty 
and your love 
light my way 

and others’ too 

Oh I wish that 
many more moons 

will catch the sparkle 
of your eyes 

 

Can be sung to the Welsh lullaby Suo Gan 
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They looked the same 
two friends 
walking along the beach 
footprints in the sand 
ten toes each 
paces short 
old legs don’t swing so far. 
 

Both, 
with work crusty hands, 
now waving words in the salty air 
now pushing beads of ebony 
looped in fingers 
locked behind. 
 

But, just this not the same, 
beads of different number 
and for God of different name. 
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THERE AND BACK – MOSTLY 

 

When I was still quite young 
I went to the edge of the universe and saw a nothingness 

to the end of eternity and found no meaning 

I have stepped beyond the footlights of the world’s stage 
and seen no audience, no seats, a void 

I have sat on the kitchen floor and cried 
and seen no purpose in getting up 

I have lost my footing on the mountain ridge 
and slipped into the abyss 

But I’ve come back from the edge of the universe, from the end of eternity 
And I’ve looked into the night sky 

and yes I do see the blackness 
but I can see the stars 

And I’ve turned from the edge of the stage and looked and listened 
to the men and women playing upon it 

And I’ve seen foolery, 
but yes the greatest brilliance too 

And one I love sat down with me and hugged me on the kitchen floor 
and we got up together 

And I grasped and found a handhold and stopped falling into the abyss 
and struggled back up the mountain ridge 

And the sun warms my back 
and birdsong fills my ears 

And though I know the abyss is close I see ahead many peaks to climb 

And the sun will rise on another day 
and the bitter-sweetness of life will be a little less bitter, a little more sweet 
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THE EVENING TIME 

 

In the quiet of the evening time 
when the birds have settled down 
when Noisy Miners have ceased their chatter 
when the last shouting cockatoo 
has boasted the day’s adventures 
when little bats chase unseen prey 
when the tree frogs’ tinkling bells 
start ringing in the trees 

In the quiet of the evening time 
when the clouds soften pink 
when the day is done 
it’s the time I start to think 
of loved ones near and far 
of loved ones hear and gone 
of friends of now and long ago 
and the ones with wagging tails 
that wag no more 

I see them in the shadows 
And whispering in the leaves 
their voices drift cross space and time 
And I want to stretch my arms 
and gather them all in 
in to me 
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BICYCLE TRAVELLING 

 

On the road 
by the rushing stream 

on snowy heights 
across the wide golden fields 

‘Tween hedgerows high 
on winding country lanes 

down cobbled streets 
of villages old 

we lose ourselves 

Where we are going 
we really can’t say 

we are just travelling 
as surely we must 

our minds are divided 
we’re here and we’re there 

both on the long road 
and thinking of home 

By narrow trails 
in forests deep and green 

down mountainsides 
through vales of ancient vines 

In grand old towns 
of sandstone dark and red 

by still canals 
and rivers wide and slow 

we find ourselves 

Where we are going 
we really can’t say 

we are just travelling 
as surely we must 

our minds are divided 
we’re here and we’re there 

both on the long road 
and thinking of home 

Under skies 
high and clear and blue 

or blown back or on 
by cold, wild, wet winds 

High on hills 
above seas azure bright 

by rocky shores 
in the grey fading light 

we are ourselves 

 

Can be sung to Mark Knopfler’s “Going Home”  
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CITY BRIGHT 

I walked down the street on a city night 
on a bright, lit city night 
There were faces all around 
looking near, looking far 
And each and every one 
I know could ask why 
Could ask why am I 
Why is it 
Why 

 

 

On this bright city night 
they were all human 
But many perhaps not being quite 
Many were deflected, distracted 
not connected, not acted 
Just reacted 

Maybe I’m wrong 
I don’t know their arts 
in each of their hearts 
Perhaps, perhaps, perhaps yes 
They all can sing 
Yes I’m sure they can 

Photo – Robin Brown © 
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HARD ROCK 

 

The rock I stand on 
is hard 

I lean down and put my hand on 
its hardness 

Once there was 
a nothingness 

then the tiniest speck 
of somethingness 

burst into 
the everythingness 

until at last there was 
thinkingness 
so I can feel 

this hardness 

But this hardness is really an illusion 
brought about by a grand collusion 

the quite improbable action 
of four forces of attraction 
and one more of reaction 

With steel hammer this rock I could shatter 
but if a creature were I of dark matter 

this rock I’d not even batter 

So tell pray tell me 
what’s really real 

I’m sure it can’t be 
just what I can feel 
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Man is but a reed, the most feeble thing in nature; but he is a thinking reed. The entire 
universe need not arm itself to crush him. A vapour, a drop of water suffices to kill him. 
But, if the universe were to crush him, man would still be more noble than that which 
killed him, because he knows that he dies and the advantage which the universe has 
over him; the universe knows nothing of this. – Blaise Pascal 

 

Questions for Pascal 

I am a thinking reed 

And I am, I know 

And if I didn’t know I am 
And what’s me 
and what’s me not 
Wouldn’t I just be  
a quantum potential bundle 
a multiple complexity 
of waves uncollapsed 

There would be 
no particular point 
to me 

And in the wide universe 
from any other bundle 
I’d no different be 

And if there were no 
such knowing bundles 
no thinking reeds, not any 
would not the whole universe 
unparticulate, uncollapsed 
waves just be 
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AFGHAN FIELDS 

 

I’ve not been to Afghanistan 
Fred has 

He’s seen the summer dust 
He’s breathed the summer dust 

He’s felt the winter snow 
He’s walked the fields 

where those other poppies grow 

Fred’s eyes have measured the mountain heights 
that divide the valleys – that divide the fights 

that divide the people of that land 
His ears have heard these divided people crying 

He has smelt the smells of the dead and dying 
And the cries of soldiers – of our land – hurt 

By roadside bombs – hidden in the dirt 

Tell me Fred 
All the dead 

Are they a price 
oh such an evil price – that must be paid 

for people in that land – to be no more afraid 
to live their lives free of tyrannical yoke? 

We can’t hope to understand – we lucky folk 

 

 

 

 

 

Singer/songwriter Fred (Iain) Smith known as “The Singing Diplomat” spent more than a year 
 as a government official living with Australian soldiers in Afghanistan
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THE HARLEY ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR 

Bang, crack, crack, bang 
The big, black bike thunders past 
The exhaust’s tattoo, his music 
bounced back by the age worn walls 
of the age-old houses leant against each other 
They have bounced back the trumps of Bonaparte 
and bomb blasts of battles since 
These sound insults they shrug with ease 

No helmet, long beard whipped back 
arms bare but bearing rich tattoos 
Is this his life or just his dalliance 
relief from Sartre lecturing 
or bowing Berlioz on his violin 
Or has the bike born him from Berlin 
and battles politic in the Bundestag 

The traffic light is red 
The big bike halts 
My skinny pedalled wheels and I 
are rolling to his side 
And the slowed bang and crack 
tempts my question 
Black, black glasses turn my way 
Hidden eyes I cannot read 
I’ll just here stay 
and on change of lights 
let him lead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two friends and I, bicycle touring through Europe, 
found ourselves in the midst of hundreds of Harleys 

apparently there for a Pan-European gathering on the Côte d’Azur. 

The story is on page 40 of this journal - http://billberryride.com/home/ 
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REFUGE 

 

I am a refugee 
Can you see me 

I am not Australian 
not of your nation 

I’m fleeing, I’m running, I’m running scared 
I’m tired of running 

How far have I come 
to find a new home? 

My babies, my woman, I’ve left behind 
with promises of hope 
that at last I would find 

a people, a land, a new community 
that would give immunity 

from oppression 
where my children might grow 

with the dignity 
that is the right 
of all humanity 
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UNION MAN 

 

Union man in his drizabone 
with his leaflets, his banner and his megaphone 
No matter if it blows, hails or pours 
he’s always ready to march for the cause 

A shock of red hair, curly, unruly 
eyes that look at you honestly, truly 
eyes crinkled and darting 
yet clearly smiling 
his face arresting 
testing, beguiling 

What is it that’s kept him year after year 
challenging the bosses with little fear 
that there’d be any dent in his career? 

Red banner, long red hair with its own mind 
Shielding that red mind 
that well-read mind 

Sock it to them union man 

And when this rallying day is done 
when the march is marched  
and the banners furled 
the comrade organisers to the pub will plod 
and plan and plot their future course 
 
And as the night wears on 
though chant calling voices hoarse  
the Internationale they’ll sing out loud 
And boast their cause so noble, 
with reach so certain global,  
must unite, worldwide, workers proud  
 
And as no other could 
soon it surely should  
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NEW SUBURB – OLD PLACE 

 

The Jungle Gym waits brightly 

for the new kids on the block 

It waits for the children 

waiting to be born 

The bright walls of the new built houses 

empty yet 

echo the Laughing Kookaburra 

He’s up on the bough of the Yellow Box 

that heritage rules saved 

from the dozer’s blade 

Can I hear the future children’s laughter 

bounced off these walls? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is that sound drifting up 

from the river’s still stretch 

just down the hill? 

McKenzie’s here 

He’s here to shear the squatter’s flock 

Out over the water his kids are swinging  

Splash and laugh 

And there’s another older laughing 

Possum fur shields Auntie’s shoulders 

from the morning cold 

but the cormorant’s fishing is upset 

by small bright brown bodies 

Splash and laugh 

 

 

Photo – Robin Brown 
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MUSSOLINI’S BOY SOLDIER 

 

Across the Adriatic 

why did we fight? 

Spazio vitale the Duce told us 

But til Hitler lent his might 

The Greeks were victorious 

Now fenced in we are Hitler’s foes 

His men have cut down 

Thousands of my fellows 

Will I be going home? 

Home I am 

but home’s no more for me 

Mama, this is my new suit 

I’m going across the sea 

far, far from Italia 

How will those I battled as a boy 

Receive me in Australia? 

Now to digging tunnels, building dams 

I turn my hand 

side by side old allies and enemies 

to turn the mountain waters 

far inland 

From Europe’s troubles far 

here I’ll make my home 

And before my suit’s worn out 

I’ll bid Mama to come 
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POSTCARD FROM THE MOUNTAINS OF SHIKOKU 

JAPAN 

 

 

Mountains, clouds caping 
In land of water falling 

Tall, straight pines climbing 
 
 

Many shades of green 
Still paddy water serene 

Steep hills between 
 
 

Spring swallows welcome 
Good fortune in ev'ry home 

Happy we have come 
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CITY MAKING 

 
 
All too often now 
a proud solid wall 
Of rich, red, 
rock hard bricks you forged 
does fall 
before the developer’s dozer 
A jumble of rubble destined to fill 
a hole in land 
Where some shiny new building 
is to stand 
 
 

 
Photo – Robin Brown 

 

 
 
 
 
You made this city from clay 
dug out for your kilns 
just a stone’s throw away 
 
 
And on avenues imagined 
by the Griffin pair 
far across the world 
art deco buildings of your bricks 
from the limestone plains did rise. 
And Canberra was named 
a meeting place all might prize 
But daily this the city you did build 
which is our home, is blamed 
for every national ill 
Yet it's those who've been here sent 
to the country's parliament 
up on the hill 
whose deeds one might lament
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AN IMAGINED PHONE CALL 

 
She’d done this before 

Once 
Never again she’d hoped 

That was a father 
This time a mother 
Would she believe 

the words of gratitude 
the words of sympathy 

Would she say 
“What would you know? You’re not a mother” 

 
“Hello Prime Minister” 

The voice was strangely strong 
She read the script 

said the name 
waited for the anger 

It never came 
“Thank you Prime Minister 

You must do what you must do 
Do it well” 
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DOGOLYSING 
 
Some people like cats  
Some people like dogs 
Cats like some people 
Dogs aren't choosy 
They are nearly always schmoosy 
 
Cats aren't very good catalysts 
Dogs make specialising  
In the important socialising 
Role of dogolysing 
An absolute top priority 
 
As dogolysts, dogs 
Almost instantaneously 
Dogolyse familiarity 
Between two humans  
Regardless of their peculiarity 
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DOG GONE DOGGEREL 

 
You were Konrad Lorenz's solution  

to the age-old problem 
Canis lupus familiaris 

lives not as long 
as Homo sapiens 
Man's best friend 

nearly always meets his end 
while his way through life 

man must still wend 
 

So, Lorenz, he said 
The first thing the dog gone 

would will 
is that the void 

straightway you fill 
with another of his kin 

 
And that was you 

And now I'm wondering 
if the days are yet too few 

since that dreadful hour 
came finally 

When I forced my heart 
and said you'd had enough 

And released you 
from your lifelong bond 

 
But the ache is powerful 

And I know Lorenz was right 
And tomorrow I will go 

and find one whose plight 
I can render better 
just as I did for you 

And surely to your memory 
this will be true 

 
Konrad Lorenz was a Nobel Laureate whose work I studied in a zoology degree. 

As many were, he was fooled by the Nazis and joined them until he saw the truth.  He proved his love for all 
humanity in later years.  He loved all non-human animals too but had a special fondness for dogs. 
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A LONG DEFIANCE 
 
On the plain pine coffin laid  
lying quietly at rest 
neatly folded pleats of plaid 
 
The third George's father's law 
they did defy 
And cross th’ Atlantic them he sent 
There his Redcoats they defied, in vain 
And t’ Albion back they went 
 
Thence to the Great South Land were shipped 
And here worn proudly 
longside a dark maiden of that soil 
Wedding bands were solemn writ 
But down the kirk’s aisle with her 
the elders would not permit 
 
One last defiance  
there on the beach washed up 
wrapped round the legs, 
lifeless now, 
for so long they’d kept warm  
stopped by the fury finally 
of the Austral ocean’s storm 
 
 
.  
George II’s law of 1746, in force until 1782, prohibited the wearing of "highland clothing".  A second offence was 
punished with transportation to a penal colony. 
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Place 

 

I have a sense of place 

a place in space 

where I find a little more grace 

than any other place 

 

But what is a place? 

It's a congregation 

of the universe's particles 

arranged in a particular way 

and holding together 

but every split second they 

have flown to a new location 

in the vast cosmic ocean 

The ocean that’s our challenge 

as it was for the ancient 

builders of Stonehenge 

which measures still a trace 

of the great celestial race 

 

Solely in ideas 

does perfection fit 

otherwise the universe 

cannot make it 

But this place where I am right now 

on this world whirling 

midst the other spheres spinning 

round our star 

in this space time moment 

is perfectly unique 

It’s all alone 

like it there’s none 

The molecules of air round me wafting 

their vibrations with the magpie’s piping 

the light waves in shimmering leaves at dance 

and tripping 

cross the pond’s rippling 

in each and every tiny instance 

make a singular symphony 

which no one else but me 

can hear and feel and see 
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Song for Hamish 

 

Fare the well my wee companion 

In my heart I'll keep you near 

May you now be free from sorrow 

May ever more you feel no fear 

May heaven's paths on which you scamper  

Like those we shared since time long gone 

Give you joy, keep high your spirit 

Until my life's last walk is done 
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The Choir 
 
Voices as one voice  
is our quest. 
And together  
we test 
our tummy fibres 
and make tall ovals of our mouths. 
And emotion lifts our being well 
and truly listening to each other  
we are 
one for all and all for one 
 
We are a team training 
for perfection.  
But perfect pitch, perfect harmony 
is beyond us, 
beyond any choir,  
beyond the universe. 
 
But we strive. 
And this is true -  
the music in us  
is alive. 
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Wrinkles and scars from ten thousand metres 
 

It’s green way over there. 
And way up there too. 

But here, it’s red. 
 

Worn of ages  
the old, old red skin  

of the land 
is wrinkled by the channels  

cut mercifully by the rare rains 
 

Patchy pelt is rooted in the courses  
where water, joining and dividing, 

dividing and joining, 
wends its way, 

strains toward the ocean, 
but often gives up its spirit to the hot air 

in smooth dry pans. 
 

The scars of man, 
straight as a die,  

sometimes cross the wrinkles, 
sometimes are stopped in their tracks 

by older, deeper fissures. 
 

Now further west, 
Man’s scarring efforts are fewer. 

Brute nature scares him. 
And enough wealth won’t give up 

for his toil. 
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Kakadu dog 
 
Poor dog, camp dog, dingo dog. 
A bit of each. 
Yellow dog by Yellow Water limping 
injured - maybe more than once. 
Lean dog, ribs showing, 
he struggles on. 
Giving up on life 
he cannot think. 
 
If he can keep 
a jump or two from crocodile's reach 
and each day 
find a sickly water rat or careless frog, 
if he can last til eggs are laid by Magpie geese, 
there is a slim chance,  
is my faint prayer, 
a chance as slim as he, 
the next rains 
he'll live to see. 
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Immigrants 
 

Foxes and rabbits and rats 
Buffalo and cane toads 
And all those feral cats 

Oh yes and blackbirds and sparrows 
Starlings and mynahs from India 

We brought them here 
Could we have been sillier 

 
And we cry for the creatures 

of this land 
That struggle against this onslaught 

The bilby and the quoll 
But just like Canute 

we can’t turn back this tide 
And, by the way, 

next to our tsunami 
it is nothing 

There is not much 
of this soil left free 

from our touch 
 

For our fellow immigrants I have some pity 
Especially bold Br’er Fox 

He lives with us in the city 
and leaps across our garden fences 

finds our leavings 
Mostly for his cubs they are enough 

Some cubs fail to dodge our cars 
But some do 

And we live on together 
in this our borrowed land 
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Lives 
 
In this little forest 
in this past brief moment 
how many little lives have just begun 
How many lives has earth just born 
And across the universe surely 
countless more creatures  
have just begun their short visit 
 
And in this past brief moment 
how many creatures are no more 
How many lives have just flickered out 
And how many were feeling creatures  
How many final cries of pain  
would I have heard 
if I were the universe 
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Seasons 
 

Oh not to know 
a spring! 

Northern melting snow 
is in my memory’s first  

Though welcoming winter's end  
has yellow wattle burst 

in most of my many years 
 

Yet to peoples cross this earth 
only some 

smiling spring does come 
Not by warm and cool and cold 

do millions measure months 
 

It is the regularity of rain 
that’s their life's calibration 

And no doubt it is  
no lesser cause for celebration 

And surely there’s much tropic art  
in all the earth’s warm lands 

that fills the heart   
 

But time’s thread through  
a four-season solar spin, 

well woven in the red priest’s piece, 
is firmly fixed me in 
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Bicycle Bel 
 
That’s me 
baby on the bicycle 
Annabel 
bubbling along in pink helmet 
strapped in well 
 
What’s this wind?  
What’s all this whizzing by? 
 
Once I knew 
a simple cosy space 
Now this speeding silliness 
And something new 
every moment 
 
Wow  
I’m sucking in so much 
And a world I see 
far beyond my touch 
and me 
A world and me 
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AN IDEA 
 

 

What was the first idea 

Whose was the first idea 

Was the first idea a question 

If so was that question “Is this the first idea?”  

And then what was the second and the third and fourth 

 How many ideas have grown from the first 

 Have any not grown from the first and if so how many 

 How many more ideas will there be 

 Are all ideas really questions 

 What questions can I imagine 

 What questions can I not imagine 

 What questions cannot be imagined by anyone 
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Faces 
 
 

Here in this room 
ninety different faces 

watching and witnessing this union 
of two different faces 

Not even among seven billion 
are two indistinguishable 

Since Homo sapiens 
first walked the African soil 

50 billion baby girls 
and 

50 billion baby boys 
have breathed earth's air 

And no two girls 
and no two boys 

even those with identical genes 
have started life just the same 

Let alone finished it 

What wonder that a world 
can such diversity 

bring forth 

But what greater wonder is finding  
that we can love 

and that in all this countless diversity 
a special love can hold 

two of us  
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My Love is Like the Melody Sweetly sung in Tune 

 
 
In shimmering emerald gown 
the elfin girl is waiting. 
At the signaled moment 
along the keys of the silver flute, 
with the sun, her fingers dance 
so it sings the song, 
first heard by Scottish granite, 
“My love is like a red, red rose”. 
 
The song now fills this old, secret, sandstone glen 
past-tuned to the notes 
of the grey bird we call harmonica 
and then the singing 
of countless cohorts 
of the first people of this land. 
 
Below the ancient cycad fronds 
his best and he do stand. 
His emotion fills the space around him  
and out to all of us it flows. 
Now, so slimly, silky sheathed  
his English Rose, 
with dear papa stoutly at her side 
and led by her sister sweet, 
into this sky-roofed cathedral does glide. 
And soon our feelings all together  
o'er brim its lofty, mossy walls.  
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I watched an old elephant 
listening 
to a Goldberg Variation 
She liked it just like I did 
I wish I could ask her why 
I wish I knew why 
I do 
 
I wish I could know just why you do 
or don’t 
It would be very good 
if I could 
know what is really going on 
inside the mind 
of a fellow ape 
one of my kind 
 
And what a fancy 
to talk to another kind of ape 
or my little dog 
or that old grey elephant 
If those other apes and all those other souls 
could tell us about their lives 
we’d surely do a lot 
of different things 
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ALBATROSS 
 

 
We climbed toward the grey roof overhead 

Darker grey than the darkest grief 
The crests of the heaving mountains are snow white 

shot by the sun 
now we see hung 

just below the roof and just above 
the endless foamy peaks  

And there, 
god of this world  

the long, long white wings  
of the albatross 

 
Hands with fear-white knuckles grasp the well-worn wooden rails 

And the great Allis diesels scream 
exasperated 

as the propeller blades spin, water free, no purchase on the air  
And down into the grey, blue, green valley we plunge 

fighting the fury of the sea 
Our ears strain to hear our skipper's screamed commands 

Yet in my head 
are strains of Strauss's tempestual tune 

of storm about great standing alpine mounts 
  

But the albatross 
the albatross is floating 

It's not fighting 
Its mind 

is one with wind 
The angry air lifts not a feather on its pinions 

Micro muscle movements shape its wings 
to every frenzied molecule of atmosphere 

Its heart has a different drum 
A steady sleep-slow pulse 

So perfectly sung 
by Fleetwood Mac's guitar 
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The sea this day, his sole dominion, 
is more than we can meet 

And turn her head round 
to the north we do 

So, home we're bound 
our nets still stowed 

to Corio bay 
our Mingulay 

 
 

A three-day gale has kept me 
one year on, off the sea 

And on the beach, half hidden under white bleached shells 
there the great white wings of an albatross 

Are you one my eyes have followed; my soul has envied? 
What brought you down? 

Just a heart too old to beat? 
And now the waves have gently laid you 

here before my feet 
 

Middens tell the story of my mothers and fathers 
 of years un-numbered 

How they lived 
How the sea's wild wastefulness tempted 

to wade just far enough to spear a fish 
Thousands of naked eyes in thousands of years away 

never saw this god in his empire of wind and spray 
Just his bleached white bones on this beach of sand 

Only the white man's Allis diesels have taken me 
to his country 

where none can stand 
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Land rent 
 

This pair of magpies  
inherited the land on which sits  

our house  
from ancestors unnumbered 

 
And I’m paying a little of my vegemite toast 

as token rent 
 

My little dog ill conceals her annoyance  
that she is not the only one to share 

my breakfast 
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DUSKY WOOD, WIND DANCERS 

 

I caught this morning a splendid sight 
wind dancing in the growing light 
dusky wood swallows 
a score or more 
soft, mushroom grey 
bright white on wing and tail flashing 
catching a ray 
of the rising sun. 

 

Photo - Katarina Christenson © 

 

Darting and dashing, soaring and seeking 
invisible insects. 

They danced all about where I stood. 
Was it just survival struggling, chasing food? 

Surely they were having fun 
just like me in the warming sun 
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BLACK SWANS 

 

The evening wind is lifting the lake’s waters 
into grey waves 

on which are dancing the angled rays 
of the crouching sun. 

Two black swans together 
plough the waves towards their night time hiding place. 

They have each other. 
And tomorrow and perhaps many more tomorrows 

they will have each other. 
And perhaps many cygnets will busy their lives. 

One day, there is no doubt 
one will be gone 

and there will be one. 

 

 

Photo by Lew Rushbrook © 
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ROBIN TO ROBIN 

Gliding, sliding through down-soft snow 
Ski tracks divide the valley floor 
Big round friendly hills guard left and right 

There are grey boulders 
and the blue, blue sky silhouettes grey bluffs 
There are grey gum tree trunks 
their grey branches hung 
with ice-jewelled long leaves 
There’s white, there’s blue-white, there’s sparkled white 

Stop now – still, silent, no movement 
Then flame and dart 
dart and flame 
Then perch and watch and beckon 
against the white that bright beacon 
splash of flame 
Flame Robin 
Robin name 
My name the same 

 

Photo - Robin Brown © 
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WHITE TERNS 

 

 

Come fly with me 
said she 
One good tern 
deserves 
another 
And did I so yearn 
with her to share  
the air 

Up we soared 
and down we roared 
between the sea's deep blue 
and sky's paler hue 
 

 

 

Between the waves’ white spray 
and clouds high away 

As speeding arrows, we traced 
two trails across foam crests 
calling as we raced 
pure, sweet nothings 
And sharp as scimitars 
our slim, white wings 
spray and air did slice 

Enough said she, no more 
And down and down she dove 
and through the great pine’s boughs 
a twisting path she wove 
wings fluttering fast 
until at last 
by her side she bid me settle 
So I passed the test 
that measured well my mettle 
that meant with her I’d nest 

 

 

 

Photo - Mike Dunford © 

Like some other species White Terns engage in 
courtship flights.  The male flies after the female 
matching her aerobatics as best he can.  
Apparently his genes are being tested. 
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GOD’S WITTY LITTLE HERO 
 

There's no creature 
of greater fortitude 
None flies a flight 

of such magnitude 
Long before the Maori 
found the ocean land 

they call Aotearoa 
this little sturdy bird 

the bar-tailed godwit 
happened on it 

 
 

 
 

Photo - Birds Korea 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Since time unknown 
across the Pacific 

it has flown 
Siberia's summer insects 

fill its belly 
And fattened well 

its wings beat day and night 
high above the ocean's swell 

until on far south sands it does alight 
just half the weight 

since it took flight 
 

Seems the bird's well named 
Such splendid navigation 

a godlike wit indeed suggests 
 

But why this great migration? 
Surely warm and fruitful sands 

fringe many of the lands 
near its long path 

 
Maybe some great wind of yore 

did bear a little band 
to this new shore 

far from where they'd planned 

 
 
 
 


